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(ABSTRACT)

In order to simulate inviscid/viscous compressible flowiields about 3-D

realistic aerodynamic bodies, the combined use of an implicit, upwind biased real

gas scheme with 3-D fully conservative patched grid techniques is discussed. An

"equivalent" gamma formulation is implemented in order to model real gas effects

in Van Leer's flux vector splitting (FVS) and Roe’s flux difference splitting (FDS)

scheme. A hybrid approximate-factorization (AF)/relaxation algorithm is used

as an efficient solver of the Euler, parabolized Navier-Stokes, and thin-layer

Navier-Stokes equations. Two different approaches, clipping and Ramshaw’s

rezoning algorithms, for performing a conservative flux calculation are described

and compared in terms of numerical efficiency. In order to show the real gas
\\\

effects in the upwind schemes, two tcst problems are solved. Also to demonstrate

the capability of the patched grid approach, the turbulent flowüeld about 3-D

analytic forebody is calculated as another test problem. Due to the poor results

of the Baldwin-Lomax turbulent model for separated flows, only the attached

flowtield is considered in the analytic forebody calculation. Finally, as

applications of this approach, the inviscid/viscous flowfields about several



aerodynamic bodies are calculated including a generic hypersonic aircraft, a

model of the SR-71 aircraft, and F-18 forebody with strakes.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, with the advancement in computational fluid dynamics

(CFD) and computer hardware, the numerical analysis of 3-D compressible

inviscid/viscous flow associated with realistic aerodynamic bodies has been

investigated (Ref.l-5). Also, due to the renewed interest in the hypersonic flight

regime, hypersonic internal/external flowfields have been studied (Ref.6-8) and

the development of more accurate and efficient computer codes, as design tools,
4

which can resolve even the engine-airframe integration problem has been needed

because of the difficulty of simulating the wide range of the actual hypersonic

flight conditions in a wind tunnel (Ref.9). However, under high-altitude and

hypersonic flight condtions, the external flow field generally experiences strong

shock waves and chemical reactions due to shock heating so that the perfect gas

assumption is no longer valid and real gas effects need to be considered. Also

computational grids should be properly clustered and stretched to get better

1



solutions around 3-D complex aerodynamic bodies, which may not be achieved

by a single grid generation code.

The early efforts ( Refs.l0-ll) to compute 3-D high-speed flow fields with

real gas effects were based on the central difference schemes which need user

controlled artitical viscosity to capture discontinuities. Due to the false

dissipation caused by the artiticial viscosity, it is often necessary to tuné the

artiiical viscosity for every calculation, which makes these schemes less robust.

Hence, upwind schemes (Refs.l2-20) are used here due to their shock capturing

properties. The upwind schemes numerically simulate the signal propagation

properties of hyperbolic equations, and with the careful treatment of viscous "

terms, these schemes are quite robust, capable of solving problems across a wide

'
Mach number range. Recently, upwind schemes have been applied to real gas

. computations by several researchers (Refs.21-24). Grossman and Walters

(Ref.2l-22) developed an ”equivalent" gamma formulation to model real gas

effects in upwind schemes and applied it to equilibrium air calculations. In their

calculations, the simplitied curve fits for the equilibrium air properties, developed

by Srinivasan et.(Ref.25) were used as the equilibrium air equation of state.

In addition to real gas effects in high-speed flows, another difticulty in flow

field simulation (especially around a 3-D complex geometry) is the generation of

a proper computational grid which is sufficiently stretched and clustered to

resolve the flow field. In order to overcome this problem, several approaches have

been investigated including the Cartesian grid, unstructured grid and composite

(multiple or multi-zone) grid approach. The Cartesian grid (Refs.26-27) is trivial

2



to generate, but it does not cluster efficiently to resolve boundary layers on curved

surfaces. The unstructured grid (Refs.28-30) has the most flexibility in grid
F

generation approaches. However, it requires more memory and due to its

ordering, it is less amenable to the use of iterative algorithms such as approximate

factorization (AF) and line relaxation schemes. So the unstructured grid

approach is still impractical for 3-D viscous flow calculations. The composite

grid (multi-zone grid) approach has recently been used to generate grids about

3-D complex geometries. Usually grid continuity is forced at zonal boundaries for

conventional single grid codes (Refs.3l-33). Here, however, grids are generated

independently in each zone so that grid lines do not have to be continuous at

zonal boundaries. Each zone can be overset or patched at a zonal boundary to

get more flexibilty in the grid generation process (Refs.34-42). With a zonal

approach, conservative or non·conservative calculations can be performed

depending on the interpolation at the zonal interface. Here, only conservative

numerical methods for zonal interpolation are discussed. Beside the ease of the
u

grid generation, other advantages of the zonal approaches are that different

equations may be solved in each zone (Ref.43) and that different numerical

schemes can be used in each zone (Ref.39).

ln this study, upwind schemes with real gas effects and the patched grid

approach are discussed and used to calculate high-speed flow fields about 3-D

complex aerodynamic bodies. The implicit upwind finite volume scheme with the

efficient iteration strategy described by Newsome et. al (Ref.44) has been

implemented, which was developed for the thin-layer Navier-Stokes, parabolized

3



Navier-Stokes, and the Euler equations. The flux vector splitting scheme (FVS)

of Van Leer and the flux difference splitting scheme (FDS) of Roe were modified

to simulate real gas effects by following the approach of Grossman and Walters

(Ref. 21-22). Also, to flexibly handle 3-D geometries, the multi-zone grid,

particularly the patched grid approach, has been investigated. At the zonal

interface, the spatial fluxes of mass, momentum, and energy normal to the

interface are interpolated to maintain the accuracy of the solution across the

zonal boundary. This approach is fully conservative so that strong discontinuities

can move through a zonal boundary very smoothly. For interpolating the flux at

a zonal interface, two different approaches, which are the clipping algorithm

(Ref.45) and the Ramshaw algorithm (Ref.46-47), are described and compared

in terms of numerical efficiency. The Ramshaw algorithm is implemented for

most of the 3-D calculations in this study due to its efficiency.

The following sections discuss the governing equations and
’real’

gas

considerations, efficient conservative interpolations on arbitrary zonal meshes,

and an implicit relaxation procedure. Finally, several applications are presented

to show the capabilty of the patched grid approach.

4



2. Governing Equations

As mentioned in Introduction, the external hypersonic flow field generally

experiences chemical reactions including dissociation and ionization proceeding

at finite rates, diffusion of atoms and ions, and recombination processes due to.

high temperature. Governing equations for this kind of flows - nonequilibrium

reacting flows, can be found in Ref.61. In order to simplify the problem in this

study, an equilbriumqgas with equimolecular weights (Ref.6l-62) is considered.

Furthermore, by assuming equimolecular weights in molecular diffusion terms of

the governing equations (Ref.6l-62) and the unity Lewis number which is the

ratio of coefficients for diffusion of mass to diffusion of heat (Ref.62), the

governing equations take the familar forms for an one-component gas, the

Navier-Stokes equations, shown in Appendix A.

n
s



2.1 Thin-layer Approximation

In order to solve the full Navier-Stokes equations, a grid should be

appropriately clustered in all directions in order to resolve the viscous terms

adequately. However, for 3-D compressible flow calculations, it is generally

impractical due to thelrequired computer memory and CPU time. However, at

high Reynolds numbers, the dominant viscous effects are the results of diffusion

normal to a body surface. Hence, for many problems, it is natural to use the

thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations as an approximation to the complete

Navier—Stokes equations. In the thin-layer approximation, the viscous terms

containing derivatives parallel to _the body surfaces are neglected, but all other

terms in the momentum equations are retained. One advantage of retaining the

normal momentum equation is that separated flow regions can be computed in a

straight-forward manner, even though the thin-layer approximation is not valid

in massively separated flow regions.

The nondimensionalized full Naver·Stokes equations in a body-fitted

coordinates system shown in Fig.1 can be written as

·§E§+%(!*°—1C"„)+%(Ö—C/i„)+%(Ü—Ü„)=0 0)

where Q= (p, pu, pv, pw, pe.,) is the vector of conserved variables. The flux

vectors are defined in Appendix A.

. 6



Applying the thin-layer approximation to the above equations, the

nondimensionalized thin·layer Navier-Stokes equations in the body-titted

coordinates can be written in the conservative form as

1öQJ (H H,)-0 (2)

where J is the Jacobian of the transformation matrix. The nondimensionalization

and coordinate transformation are explained in Appendices A and B.

2.2 Finite Volume Discretization l

Even though the governing equations in Eq.(2) are commonly written in a

differential form, finite volume formulation is based on the integral form which

can be written as »

dV + Hfwäds = 0 (6)

where F is the flux vector and ri is a unit normal vector pointing outward from

the surface, S, bounding the volume, V.

By applying Eq.(3) to a finite volume which is a hexahedral cell formed by

the grid points as shown in Fig.2 , and by assigning computational coordinates

1



(é,1},C) to the cell indices (i, j, k), the surface integral term of Eq.(3) can be

discretized as

i='•1$ds; [(F•19)IAsI]. L+ [(F•6>IAsI]. L+ [<F•19)IAsI]. 1 11+ 2 x- 2 1+j

+[(F•1’i)IASI]. 1+[(F—•/1‘)IASI] ;_+[(f•1’i)IASI] 1J' 2 k" 2 k"?

- VC IVCI —· VC Ivcl= [(F•—-)——]. 1- |I(F•——)-1 1
lvcl J H'? IVCI J "?

- VP1 IVr1I —— Vfli
IV1}l

+ I:(F°—·—)———]. L- I:(F°·T)l]. L|V1}I J JJ'2 IV1}I J J'2

·* VC lvcl - VC IVC I+ I:(F°—·—)———] L- [(F°—·—)-—-]IVCI J *+1 lvcl J *·%

For convenience, whenever the.logical indices are simply i, j, or k, they are

dropped. In the above,g is the directed area of the cell face andä is
the unit normal vector of an C = constant cell face. According to this

interpretation, all metric terms are calculated geometrically. For example, the

term %
corresponds to the cell volume V which can be easily calculated in the.

physical domain. Similarly, the volume integral of Eq.(3) can be written as

-+IIIözQ dy _
61 ”"

where the ouantity < Q >ü,, is regarded as a cell-averaged value, i.e.,

s



.

V

_ Using the above results and replacing the cell-averaged value by the

cell-centered value, the semi-discrete conservative form of the governing

equations isobtained.V

A A A A

A A A A-+
(H-H,,)W¢+%—where

'

8 p pü
pu puü + kxp

A
A

Q= pv 1?—,é,1?1= lg,/i pvz7+k\yp

pw pwü + kzp

P80 (P80 + PW

a = 12,14 + 12,v + 12,w
A k

_
k = l for k = C, ry, C respectzvebz

lvkl

and

U
9



0

uc + Cx¢

^ Mooß lvclz v; + Üyaö
HV = ··—iREL J ^

qz

where

A A A

öT 1 öaz
ac-

pa; Ö; - Pro)- 1) Y
(forapcrfectgas)

.- .. E
_

Refäh- Mfä .,¤=„=+„=+„„= 1
·uoo aoo

A A A
· » W=Cxu+CVv+{zw

‘

This approximation is fully conservative so that it is valid in the presence of the
”

discontinuities such as shocks and contact surfaces.

„ To close the equation set, an equation of state must be employed. For a

perfect gas, the pressure is obtained from the perfect gas law and the molecular

viscosity li is calculated from Sutherland’s law. Also, a Prandtl number is

assumed to be constant to determine the thermal conductivity. For an

equilibrium air model, the simplitied curve tits developed by Srinivasan et.al

(Ref.25) are used as the equation of state to calculate the thermodynamic

properties of equilbrium air. (See Appendix A for details.)

l0



2.3 Turbulence Simulation

By using a simple eddy viscosity model, the effects of turbulence can be

simulated. In Eq.(4), the molecular viscosity u and the thermal conductivity k

are replaced by an effective viscosity u, and an effective conductivity k,:

M

- CP CP
ka=k+k«=F#+X#i (5)

= ii (, +ÄÄ,
Pr Pr, #

where u, is the turbulent viscosity and Pr, is the turbulent Prandtl number. In

this study, only the perfect gas case was considered with Pr = 0.72 and

Pr, = 0.9. To evaluate the turbulent viscosity, u,, the Baldwin-Lomax two layer

algebraic eddy viscosity model (Ref.48-49) is employed. In the outer region of the

Baldwin—Lomax turbulence model, the distribution of vorticity is used to

determine length scales so that the necessity for tinding the edge of the boundary

layer is avoided.

ll



3. Conservative zonal boundary treatment

3.1 Flux Conservation Condition
A

In the case of multi·zone calculations, each zone has an independently

generated grid which causes a grid discontinuity at a zonal interface as shown
”

Fig.3. ln order to satisfy the conservation law at the zonal boundary, the surface

integral of Eq.(3) at the interface should be same whether it is computed in zone

1 or in zone 2, which means the total flux should be conserved through the zonal

boundary.
F

Using a superscript to indicate the zone number as shown in Fig.3, the

conservation requirement on an C = constant surface becomes

J1 Kl
A

J2 K2
A

Z< F Z< F (Ö)
jl kl jl kl

I2



where < lll > is the area-averaged flux at a cell face. Even though this constraint

does ensure flux conservation across the zonal interface, it does not restrict the

local transport of flux from cell to cell across the patched grid boundary. This can

be accomplished by enforcing conservation on a local level which was presented

by Hessenius and Rai (Ref.35). Conservation on the (jl, kl) cell face requires that

[<°
A•S}2k2

This integration on the right hand side of the above equation may be replaced

by a discrete sum over the number of cells in Zone 1 that overlap the (j,k) cell face _

in Zone 2, i.e. ~

E [< 1% (7)
jl kl

where AS° is the area of the polygon that overlaps the (il, kl) cell face in Zone 1

and the (jl, kl) cell face in Zone 2, and [< 1%> AS°]j,,„, is the contribution of the

(jl, kl) cell face to the flux of the (jl, kl) cell face in Zone 2. For computational

purposes, the above relation can be written as

A
G — A j2k2 (8)

1* k* 7

I3



where

*218 AS°=AS]

is a weight function which varies between 0 and 1. Assuming that the fluxes in

zone 1 are known, the conservative interpolation problem is reduced to the

problem of finding the area of overlap as seen in Eq.(8). In this study, two

different algorithms are considered to calculate the overlapping areas.

2 3.2 Clippirzg Algorithm

At a zonal interface, the cell faces of both zone are arbitrarily overlapped.

Fig.4 shows two typical overlapping cell faces. As a simple way to calculate the

area of overlap, A.S’° , a clipping algorithm is considered which is widely used in

the field of computer graphics to remove the part of an image that lies outside

of a graphics window (Ref.45). This technique was first applied to computational

fluid dynamic applications by Hessenius and Rai (Ref.35). The idea is to find the

vertex points of the overlapping polygon by clipping the part of the cell faces not

common to both zones as seen in Fig.5. Instead of subdividing each cell face into

two triangles as done by Hessenius and Rai, quadrilateral cell faces were directly

used to calculate overlapping areas. This is possible and more efficient, because

the cell faces and the polygons resulting from the clipping are always convex and

I4



all vertex points on a zonal boundary are coplanar. A flowchart of the clipping

algorithm used in this study, which is similar to the one in Ref.35, can be found

in Appendix C. Given the ordered vertex points, the area of overlap can be

obtained from

1
fl

ASD = Y 2(yiZi+l ‘ yi+lZi) (9)
i=l

In addition to the clipping algorithm, a proper searching algorithm should

be employed to determine which cells in zone l overlap a zone 2 cell. In this

study, the summation over all of the cell faces in zone 1 for every cell face in zone

2 was implemented, i.e.,

J2 K2
A

J2 K2 Jl Kl
2 2

- ^ ')<
Z Z W- E E E Z

*“}·1**‘@·1* (*0)
1* :1 18:1 ß :1 18 :1;* :1 18 :1

Even though this algorithm has been applied in 3-D inviscid flow-field

calculations, it is not practical. It can be seen from Eq.(l0) that doubling the

mesh size in both zones results in an increase in work by 2‘. The CPU time can

be reduced by using a efficient searching algorithm such as a tree search

algorithm (Ref.55).

I5



3.3 Ramshaw Algorithm .

In a recent paper by John Ramshaw (Ref.46), a novel and numerically

efficient approach for tinding the area of overlap was discussed. This idea was

first proposed by Dukowicz (Ref.47) and later, simplified by Ramshaw for

Lagrangian hydrodynamics calculations to resolve rezoning problems. The details

and programming considerations are discussed in Appendix D. A brief review of

the implementation described by him follows. He observed that the overlap area

lies entirely within a single cell of zone l and a single cell of zone 2 and that it is

constructed with the edge segments of the zone 1 cell faces and the zone 2 cell

faces as seen in Fig.4. Moreover, since the area of the polygon given in Eq.(9) is
I

a sum of the contributions from its edges, the entire determination of the areas

of all polygons formed ( and therefore all of the weights, !\§!?,{‘? ) can be found by

a single sweep over the zone 1 mesh lines and the zone 2 mesh lines. Since an

edge of the polygon is common to two overlapping areas, the left one(L) and the

right one (R), it is convenient to compute the contribution of a line segment to

two overlapping areas at the same time. In a global point of view, the overlapping

area of polygon P can be expressed as

A$° (11)

where the summation is over all the sides of P and where

I6



af = + l ; P lies to the left of side s

sf = — 1 ; P lies to the right of side s

When sweeping along the grid lines of zone l, the contribution to the flux

1**};,,1 of zone 2 is

1 A A

A?where,<
1/2 >,_ and < ß' >,, are cell area-averaged fluxes of zone l which lie to the

left and right of the sweeping line segment of zone 1. During the sweep along the

grid lines of zone 2, the contribution to the left cell flux of zone 2 is

1 AAÄV = j< F >„ lvizä — yizi)

and the contribution to the right cell flux is — Af . < F >, is the cell

area-averaged flux of zone l containing the line segment s. Finally, the total

contribution to the surface integral in zone 2 is given by

jl K2
A

J2 K2 Ji Kl

Zsfujv + Z ZA; 112)
12 :118 :1 12 :118 :1 jl :118 :1

lt can be seen from Eq.( 12) that doubling the grid size in each direction in

both zones increases the computational work by only a factor 22 in contrast with

· 2* increase associated with clipping via Eq.(l0). It should be emphasized that the

results produced by the clipping procedure and the Ramshaw algorithm are .

I7



identical. Therefore, due to the efticiency of the Ramshaw algorithm, it was used

in most of the applications of the multi-zone algorithm.

is



4. Upwind Schemes

_ In order to discritize the inviscid flux terms, upwind schemes are considered.

Due to the natural dissipation of upwind schemes, they are used here for the

hyperbolic part of the conservation equations along with a central difference

treatment of the viscous terms. In addition, since the implicit coefticient matrix

of an upwind scheme is nearly diagonally dominant, relaxation algorithms can

be implemented. ln this study, two typical upwind schemes, the Van Leer Flux

Vector Split (FVS) scheme (Ref.l3) and Roe’s Flux Difference Split (FDS)
I

scheme (Ref.12), are considered. Also, to modify the upwind schemes for a real

gas, the "equivalent” gamma formulation developed by Grossman and Walters

(Ref.2l-22) is fully implemented. An advantage of this formulation is that the

existing perfect gas program can be easily modified for a real gas calculation.

io



4.1 Real Gas Eßects

In order to explain the real gas effect in upwind schemes, the 1-D Euler

equations in a Cartesian coordinate system are considered,

PQ öF
ät + öx - 0 (13)

where

P P11
‘ Q = Pu F = P142 +P

P80 (P80 +P)14

A general equation of state is given by

P = P(P, e) (14)

and the speed of sound is given by detinition as

ÖP
V az = L (15)

Since Eq.(14) is given as p=(y— l)pe for a perfect gas, an equivalent

gamma, E7, can be considered for a real gas such that

P = (1 - 1)P8 (16)
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where obviously 7 = )7(p, 6). Introducing 7, Eq(16) is still valid as a general

equation of state and it is useful for evaluating the Jacobian matrix. Similarly,

another gamma, I", can be defined based on the speed of sound as

Paz = 1*7 (17)

where I" = l“(p, 6).

Using Eq(l6), the Jacobian matrix can be obtained as

0 O 0 0 0 0
.4=%=Ä+p6§„100—«§, @¤—M2 M -1 (18)

u 0 0 u(60—u2) u2 —u

where

0 1 0
Ä = (7 - 3)M2/2 (3 - 7)M 7 -1 (19)

—§uE+ G —1)u’ $1:- 2(§ -1)u2/2 äu

Since 7= y = constant for a perfect gas, A = Ä and AQ = F. However, for a

real gas, ’

0

AQ=F+p67p pu ¢F

P

2l



Thus the Euler equations are not homogeneous for a real gas , as is the case

for a perfect gas, and the existing perfect-gas flux-split algorithms are not

generally applicable for a real gas. However, by introducing the "equivalent”

gamma formulation with physically reasonable assumptions, the upwind schemes

oan be modified for a real gas. In following two sections, the modified forms of

the upwind schemes · Van Leer FVS and Roe FDS for a real gas are obtained

and discussed. · ·

I
4.2 Van Leer Flux- Vector Splitting

I
In Flux-Vector Splitting (FVS) schemes, the flux vector is split according to

the characteristic direction of signal propagation. The flux vector is decomposed

into two components, a forward flux F+ and a backward flux F-

F = Ft + F-

where the Jacobian matrix of F+ has non-negative eigenvalues and the Jacobian

of F- has non-positive eigenvalues. For supersonic flow, F+ = F and F- = 0 if

M 2 1 . Likewise, F- = F and F+ = 0 if M S -1. For subsonic flow,

IM I < l, both F+ and F- make a contribution to the total flux. The

corresponding numerical flux formula is

F(Q1.»Q1z) = FI-(Q1.) + F-(QR)

I
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Since the Van Leer FVS scheme has continuously differentiable flux

contributions and smoother solutions near sonic and stagnation points than the

Steger·Warming FVS scheme (Ref.l6,52) only the Van Leer FVS scheme is

considered.

From Eq.(l3) and Eq.(l6), the flux F can be written as

pm
(

.. ~ pä*(1Ü* + Ä-)
F(/>„a,M) = V (20)

~s ^' 2171* 1M '—— + ·7—pa (I 2 V _l )

where ii and M are the ”equivalent speed of sound" and "equiva1ent Mach

number", respectively, given by

~¤ - ~L " - 1a - y P M - Z

The flux F given by Eq.(20) can be split following the procedures of Ref.13 as

J? Ä /»ä(/Ü 1: 1)*/4
Fi = J? = J?[G— 1)¤d:2Z]/17 (21)

J? HG — 1)¤ i 251*/26* — 1)

Here, this flux splitting is based on Ä and the "equivalent" Zi instead of A and the

true speed of sound a given by Eq.(17).
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Comparing the split flux vector of Eq.(2l) with the one given in Ref.l3 for a

perfect gas, it can be realized that M, a and y for a perfect gas are replaced by

M, E and y for a real gas. This is natural since the
’real’

gas equation of state,

Eq.(16), has the same functional form as the perfect gas case. Noting the above

results, ät for a perfect gas in a 3-D general coodinate system which are given in

Ref.l3 can be easily modified for a real gas by using the "equivalent" terms. So

finally, for subsonic flow (lü | < ä) , the Van Leer splitting of li for a real gas is

given by _

1 J?
A _ „

Wfl f[é„(—¤ i Za)/17 + u]
A A

~
_Fi = 7* f?[€,(—ü i Za)/17 + v] (22)

A „.
J?[é:(-17 dz Za)/17 + W]

4 E

where

J? = 2: ff- UV! i 02
- -1*2:1:2

-1*”+2”2 2)u NZG)uay
— 1

Ü = Ü/E
A A A

17 = 2,:11 + Eyv + ézw

The other split fluxes, Öi and
I/ii

follow similarly.
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4.3 Roe's Flux Dwereuce Splitting

The Roe’s Flux Difference Splitting (FDS) scheme is based on an

approximate Riemann problem (Ref.12,20)

ÖQ “ ÖQ
ät + A ax - 0 (23)

where Ä is a locally constant matrix for each pair of initial data (QL, QR). The

requirements for Ä are given in Ref.l2 as

(i) Ä(Q, Q) = A(Q)

(ii) Ä(Q,_, QR) has a complete set of real eigenvalues and eigenvectors.

(iii) Ä(Q1.» QR)°(QR — Qt) = F(QR) · F(Qi.)

The procedure for generating Ä is given in Ref.l2 for a perfect gas in terms of

parameter vectors. In this section, following the approach of Grossman and

Walters (Ref.2l-22), the Roe scheme for a real gas in a 3-D general coordinate

system is derived.

In the Roe scheme, the flux at an é = constant cell face is given by

lin = —§<?„+ä— lé¥¤<Q„—QL>> 2
2

1 A A (24)
= 3‘(FR+FL—$lAlS”1AQ)

where A is a diagonal matrix whose elements are composed of the eigenvalues of ·

Ä and the columns of the matrix S consist of the right eigenvectors of To

zs



determine the matrix Ä, consider a local coordinate system (C', rf, C') on a

C = constant cell face such that C' = C and rf and C' are both orthogonal to C' In

the following equations, the superscript * means the values in the local coordinate

system. Using the transformation matrix which is defined as

1 0 0 0 0
A; A; A; Y

r= 0 6; 6; 6; 0 (25)
^• ^•• ^•

0 C; Cy C, 0
0 0 O 0 1 -

the flux IG' given in Eq.(6) is transformed to

z>¤° 12
pu*2

+ p pu*
^•

^ I
• •¤ • •

F=TF=? puv Q=TQ= pv (26)
pu*w*

pw‘

¤°(0@6 + 12) pe°

where, u', v' and w' are the contravariant velocity componets in the C', rf, C'

directions.

Introducing the parameter vector which is given in Ref.l2 as
I

C
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7 1, W1
ll W2

w = „/X v' = wg (27)
w* W4
ho W5

where hq = eo + p/p, the Q' and the {lux F' in a lccal coordinate system can be

expressed as
I

W? W;W2

. W1W2
- IV€I

“’2+”
7

Q = WIW3 F = "'T‘
WZW3WIW4WZW4

WIWS " P W2Ws T

· Using Eq.(16), the pressure is written in terms of parameter variables and

"equivalent" y

? — 1 M2
P = T(Pho · T)

y—1
T)

V

Since AQ' and AF' can be written as

AQ' = E' Aw
_

V
„_ (30)

AF = i—·€i·C AWJ
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„ V „
the matrix A' where AF' = äA' AQ' is given by

Ä' =
E'§"‘

(31)

Here, AW terms represent the jumps of variables at a cell interface, (WR — WL).

In order to find Ä' and Ö" , Ap is needed from Eq.(28), which is given as

“ — 1 2 + 2 + 2
Ap

1 = + „1= ~ 1 (32)
— Y

where

2 2 2
+ -1-A(wLw5— = <w1>Aw5+ <w5>Awl I

— <w2>Aw2— <w3>Aw3 — <w4>Aw4

Here < W > terms represent the arithmetic mean value,
ä (WR + WL) . Realizing

that $ is constrained to be 1 < $ 5 %
, A$ can be assumed to be relatively

small to the other flow quantities across a cell face (Ref.2l). Under this

assumption, the average terms and the jump term of Eq.(32) can be written in the

Taylor expansion form as

”
-1

”
- 1 ~< > = ;+O(A·y)2

·y < y >

$-1 A<$> „

Y < ·y >
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and

w§+w§+w€ <7><p> 1 ApA7
<W1W5·—*'•'T'—'— > = "T'5i+?'<+H•O•T

< y > - 1 (< y > - 1)

Thus the Ap can be expressed as
I

<7>—l W§+Wsz+WgAp = (——·=·——)^(WsW1————j2l)
N Y N (33)AN „

+ +
O(AV)N

~< y > ( < y > - 1)

In order to complete the Eq.(33), the A7 term is approximated by following

the approach of Colella and Glaz (Ref.23) which is valid only for an isentropic

flow. From Eq.(16), the derivative of 17 is given as

dp- wp-
—€-dp- %dp
p @ pe

Since for an isentropic flow, de = -%dp from the first law of thermodynamics

and az = ä from the definition, the above equation can be rewritten as

Np dp
d7 = (7—1)(1—l7)7

pd

And using Eq.(17),

7 dppw- G-¤1L1—F1,,

ze



Since the jumps in 7 and F are assumed to be very small, A37 can be finally

approximated from the above equation as

2. „ 7
AAv = (<v>—1)[1—-i]"2% (34)

< F > P

Using Eq.(34), Eq.(33) is written as

<$I> 1 _ <§>-1 w§+w§+w§
]" 2 )

Further assuming that < 37 > is nearly equal to < I" > (Ref.2l),i.e.

<; > 1
A

1 < < 1 (35)

Ap is obtained in terms of parameter variables as

Ap —-
<2> (1 — 6)A(W1Ws 2 ) (36)

where

2 2 2
A(w1w5 = <w1>Aw5 + <W5>AWl

— <w2>Aw2 - <w3>Aw3 — <w4>Aw4

Using Eq.(25) and Eq.(33), Ä' and Ö" , which are defined in Eq.(27), can be

obtained as
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2<M> 0 0 0 0
<w2> <w1> O 0 0

Z? = <W3> O <W1> 0 0 (37)
<M> 0 0 <M> 0

bs] bs: bsa bs4 bss

where

1 +
<N> — 1 N — l

”
-1 3 -1

1
N — 1

. V

and

<w2> <w1> 0 0 0 _
~

· C2; C22 ¢':3 C24 C25
C = 0 <W3> <W2> 0 0 (38)

0 <w> 0 <%> 0
0 <wS> 0 0 <W:>

where
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<”>-1 <”>+1+ <”>—1621:<y
> <·y

C24:

1C25 <W1>
y >

Utilizing Eq.(35), Eq.(37), and Eq.(38) and introducing the Roe’s averages which

are defined as

N, <W2>

N, <
W3V<W1>

(39)
~•

<W4>W<W1>

W5 > < N/gho >

u
the matrix Ä' = Ö"

Ä'·‘
can be determined as

O 1 1 0 O
11,1 (31- 11)%* - (11 -1)%* - (11 -1)%* (11 -1)

Ä' = —17'17" ü' 17* 0 0 (40)
— 717 17 0 7 0

115, 115, - (111 (11 — 1)%*%' (11,:*

where

sz



„. — 1
”’

2
„.~ — 1

”'”’
„g1 1-„aS2

= ho — (°‘ *1)*7**
<7>

¤¢ = lT·—··—
- 1 + 6( < 11 > — 1)-

qz = ;·2+V»2+W*·2

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Ä' are obtained as _ _

,1} = ,1; = ,1; = Z' 1
1; = 17* + Z (41)
,1; = Z' — Z -

and

E. ¤ ¤
M 0 0

w· gl
ilV W *

‘ (42)
1 1

. 17* + 17 17* — 17
gg = Z' gg =T17*

17*

Z}, 4 217* 1,, - az?

where
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~

"‘ _
1 1

_ „ ***2 ***2 ***21 ,,2 - . (,,0-11..+.%.-:1.) (43)
1 + 6( < y > — 1)

Under the assumption of Eq.(35), Eq.(43) is reduced to the true speed of sound

given in Eq.( 17).

~4a
<; > ( o 2 ) (44)

From the above equations, it can be seen that for a perect gas case where

<)”}> = < l" > = y, the original formulation of Roe (Ref.l2) is obtained.

Hence, using the above results, Eq.(24) can be written in terms of the local ‘

coordinate values as u I
A 1 A A ^'

1 A A _

= ?(FR+FL—SIAIS1AQ) (45)

= ‘ä"(£‘R+}'/;1.‘Z:IAf}I)
i

where

IÄI = El- ¤r*Z‘r1
IVCI ·A — —-07- IA I

s
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Even though the flux differences in Eq.(45), AÄ, are derived in terms of the jumps

in the conservative variables, AÄ can be expressed in terms of the jumps in the

primitive variables, (p, u, v, w, p), to get the more compact forms.

Thus, the flux difference associated with the repeated eigenvalue, J., , is given

bv

0
1 A

All —
C
AM; V „ in-6 ü

+/J
AYA

(46)
a ·2 Aw — CZAÜ

L qz
2 Ä _ 2 -A( 2 ) uAu

and the flux differences associated with the A4 and J., eigenvalues are given by

1

üiää
A A +

NWA-
^' ~^viafy (47)

(Z
~

~A
wiaä
Qiää

where
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Ivc Ü :Ä1 = ——f—··u

ÜVÖ Ü : ~Ä = ——- u + a

A.”
Z A

~
A

~
A

~u = {xu + éyv + {zw

Note that in Eq.(46) and Eq.(47), Roe averaged evaluations of Eq.(39) are

implied for all terms. In particular the speed of sound averaging, defined in

Eq.(44) must be used for a real gas.

The flux differences in the other two directions are given in the similar ways

because the derivation procedure is based on a local coordinate system at a cell

face.

4.4 Spatial Accuracy

The state variable at the cell face is constructed from non-oscillatory

interpolation of the primitive variables QP = [p, u, v, w, p, ;7]T. First order

accurate differencing corresponds to

(Q?),+% = Q?
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Higher order accurate differencing is given by

I — —
(Q?)i+; = Q? + T [(1 — ¤<)V + (1 + ¤<)A]Q?

2
P 1 _ __ P (49)

(Q§),+% = QM ·—
T [(1 + ¤<)V + (1 + ¤<)A]Qr+1

where the operator V and A represent backward and forward differences. The

bars over the differences in Eq.(49) serve to limit the higher-order correction in

regions of strong gradients, thereby providing smooth profiles at the expense of

a local decrease in accuracy. Here the so-called min-mod limiter (Ref.52) is

chosen, which is given by

VQ = mirzmod(VQ, ßAQ)
(50)

AQ = mirzm0d(AQ, ßVQ)

where

minmod (x, y) = sgn(x) max[0, min(x sgn(y), y sgrz(x))]

and ß (3 — ic)/(1 — K). Without using the limiter, Eq.(49)' yields a

one-parameter family of second·order accurate difference schemes. One member,

corresponding to x = l/3 , is third-order accurate.
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4.5 Extension to Viscous Flows

The viscous terms in the thin-layer Navier—Stokes equations have only C

direction components, which are given in Eq.(6) in the tinite volume formulation

as

^ Mao 2 ^

V

HV = ·E#J(—·j—) T; (51)

where ·

I

. A2 A A A _

(1 + C,/3)u + (Cyv + C,w)Cx/3

(1 + 2*/:+11 + (2,,11 + 2,w)2y/6
A 11

__ A A A AE T ’ (1

t(1 + 25/:11112 + (1(1+
—ä— [C,„Cyuv + CxCzuw + CyCzvw] + (1

and (1; is given in Eq.(6).

The viscous terms are discretized by central differencing as °

619

I
°°

A A 2 A AW IVCI
2

IVCI
(52)

= {D1/( —j—)2],,+ %(Tk+1 — T1.)—[11J(7·) ],,_%(T1„ — Tk-1)}

E
ss



Here, the cell volume term is required at the cell interface and is determined by

the average of neighboring volumes.

\
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5. Implicit Algorithm

5.1 Euler Implicit Time Integration

To complete the discretization of the governing equations, Euler implicit time

integration scheme is used. Even though it has only first order accuracy in time,

it shows a fast convergence rate to steady state solutions.
‘

The Euler implicit time discretization of Eq.(4) is given by

AQ'!
n+lV·——· = — R 53At (Q ) ( )

where R(Q"+‘) is the steady state residual evaluated at time level n + 1 and should

be zero at steady state. The steady state residual is given from Eq.(6) by
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‘
+1_^+ _^+ ^+_^+n R<Q" >— *”?i§+‘öl§

‘%'l§
l

A A

AEq.(53)is linearized by using a Taylor expansion about time level n to give

.Y. @5; ~ ¤ .. .. ¤
[AtI+öQ]AQ

— R(Q) (55)

where

A A A AÖR - @£ .. JE QQ - Eac ‘ ‘
ÜQ )¤+% (acÖQ^

A A A1 an @H arr öH+(ö — Ö ”),,+;—(ö —
8

”)k_.L
Q Q 2 Q Q 2 .

and I is an identity matrix.

Since Eq.(55) represents a large banded, 5 x 5 block matrix equation, the

spatial discretization of the inviscid Jacobians of Eq.(55),_is always taken as first

order accurate to reduce the bandwidth of the matrix and computational effort.

This does not affect the spatial accuracy of steady state solutions because it is

determined only by the spatial differencing of R(Q).
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5.2 Evaluation of the Jacobians for a Real Gas. ·

The exact Jacobians of the inviscid flux vectors for a real gas require

derivatives of i but it is impractical and not necessary to evaluate them. Hence,

following the approach of Grossman and Walters (Ref.21-22), those terms are

ignored to obtain the approximate Jacobians. Because this assumption is applied

only to the implicit part of Eq.(55), it does not affect the steady state solutions.

Also for § = F = y, the approximate Jacobians have the same functional form as

the perfect gas case.

5.2.1-Inviscid Jacobians of Van Leer’s FVS

In the Van Leer’s FVS, the residual is given by

R(Q) = 1i+(QL)i+ L + ?’(QR)i+ L - H'”(Q1„),_L — 1/:'—(Q1z)i_ L
2 2 2 2

A+ A_ A+ A_

+ G (Qt)-+L + G G (QL)j_L —GJ2 2 2 2 (56)A A __ A A __

+ H+(Q1.)k+
L + H (Q1z),,+ L

— H+(Q1.),,_L — H (Q1z),,_L
A A

(H„)k+
L

— (H„),._
L

where the flux vectors are given by Eq.(22). Combing Eq.(56) and Eq.(55) with

the first order accuracy in the implicit terms yields
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1 + 6, + 6,, + 6c)AQ" + A+AQ,'L, + C{AQ,?},_l .
+ A,,AgF;, + 6,66;;, + ACAQ,;'_, +

cCAQ,;‘+,
,57)

619 619.1,. _ .; = ..R "( ÖQ 5+% ( ÖQ 5_.ä. (Q) {

where

- _ äAf " ( ÖQ )i—·ä

- 612*. - E.B*
" öQ

’1+% ‘
ÖQ 9-%

ö1€'”
C6 = (75))+% 1

and for 11 and C, Ü and i arc rcplacad by. Ö, j and Ü, k, rcspectivcly.
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5.2.2 Inviscid Jacobians of Roe’s FDS

In the Roe’s FDS, the residual is given by

R(Q) = é
C19(QR),+

ä + 19(Q1.),+
ä - IÄ I (QR - Q1.),+ é]

— L I;?(QR>,_ ii + I·°(QR>,_
9

— IÄ I (QR - QR>,_ 93
1 A A ~+ E- I:G(QR)j+ ä + G(Q1.)j+ - IA I (QR - Q1„)j+ gl

1. - IÄ I (QR - QL)j_ L] (58)2 2 2I
+ ·ä· ÜÖl(QR),,+.% + Ü(QL),,+% - IÄ I (QR - Q1.),,+ gl

+ L E19(QR> _2 + f1(QR> _i - IÄ I (QR — QR>,,_iJ
2 k 2 k 2 2
A A

+ (1%.),,+ Ii. - (H„),,_%

As seen above, the linearization of Eq.(58) includes the linearization of IÄ I

terms. Since the term- 2%- is difficult to obtain and impractical for numerical
implementation, terms are neglected in the implicit part. This

approximation was found to be extremely reliable by Barth (Ref.53). Using

Eq.(58), Eq.(55) with the first order accuracy in the implicit terms gives

(-gv;
I + B; + B" + BC)AQ” + A;AQ§_1 + QAQQ1

(59)
6161, 619, ,,

+ —· I- -·— ;= -R(Q)
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where

E _ ~A; - 2[(11

619* ~C: = 7[(@)1+g· IAI1+-g]

and for ry and C, F and i are replaced by Ö, j and ISI, k, respectively.

5.2.3 Viscous Jacobian terms
I

From Eq.(5l) and (52), the linearization of the viscous flux term is given by

Ö öl/Ü, _ 619, 619,
66 ( öQ )" ‘ ( öQ ÖQ )4·—% (601

= <A„AQ£.1 + B„AQ" + C.AQL'+1>

where

M,. Iv I ^

IVC I 2 IVC I 2 6%BV = ··E{[/JÄ?) ],,+.%+ [#J(—j·‘) ]k_%}(‘ä§)k

CV = ;;Z·I}IJ(?) ],„+%(j?'§)k+1
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5.3 Hybrid Algorithm

I
From the results of the previous section, Eq.(55) may be rewritten as

(ag; I + B; + Bn + B; — B,,)AQ” + A€AQfL1 + C;AQ{§_1
(61)

where A„, B„, C„, oz = C, rp, C, v are given in Eq.(57), (59) and (60). As mentioned

before, Eq.(6l) represents a large banded (5 x 5)-block matrix equation so that

it is impractical to solve Eq.(6l) directly due to required computer memory size.·

As alternative methods, approximate factorization ( AF ) or line relaxation

algorithm can be considered. _

The AF algorithm (Ref.49) with upwind differencing of the residuals is only

conditionally stable for a scalar convection equation (Ref.19), so that it has a

time-step limitation. It has the signiticant advantage, however, of being

completely vectorizable. The line relaxation algorithms are unconditionally stable

for a scalar convection equation (Ref.l9,5l) and can have quadratic convergence

with implicit boundary condition treatment (Ref.5l) but, as a disadvantage, are

not completely vectorizable.

In order to take the advantage of these algorithms, a hybrid approach is

adopted, using relaxation in the streamwise direction and AF in the crossflow

plane. The hybrid algorithm avoids the (At)’ splitting error terms incurred in the

3-D AF method to overcome the severe time-step limitation. Also the hybrid
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algorithm is vectorizable by planes and can recover conventional space-marching

techniques for completely supersonic flows. In the streamwise direction ( é-

direction), a nonlinear residual update is used to reduce computational efforts.

Thus on a forward sweep, AQ}; = 0 and on a backward sweep, AQ}; = 0 .

According to the hybrid algorithm, Eq.(6l) can be written as

^ __ ^ -1 ^ _ v n66 ÖIÖI 619[M+6„öQ JM )JAQ
62

on a forward sweep

011 a backward sweep

where
V

. A V V

ö BAQ”+A AQ" +CA11 ÖQ
’ #1 11 J-1 11 Q¤f+1

^ 619ö;( %£2L — E3- )AQ" = (B; + B„)AQ" + (A; + AJAQL'.1 + (C; + C„)AQ12'+1

The numerical solution of Eq.(62) is solved by the sequence.

(0 [eÜ+ö
@JAQ’— R(Q{'+l 9}+* QB Q? Q" >qöQ “ -2v -lv ev +1v 1+2

-- ^ Ö1} öäv Pl _ ^ '
(63)

)JAQ - MAQ
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5.4 Modüied Algorithm for Space Marching

For a supersonic inviscid flow in the streamwise direction, there is no

downstream influence. However for a supersonic viscous flow, a subsonic part

exists in the boundary layer. In order to suppress this downstream influence in

the boundary layer and to apply space marching technique to attached viscous

flow calculations, the Vigneron technique (Ref.44,50) is implemented.

For this purpose, the streamwise unsplit flux vector, F given in Eq.(6), can

be modified as follows -

pi?
~

A

pw? + wéxp _
A |vg| _ A
F —
7 pvu + coéyp (64)

pwz? + coézp
(een + .¤)ü

The case co = 1 yields the general thin-layer N-S equations. With the

”equivalent" gamma formulation for a real gas, the Jacobian matrix of the above

flux vector has eigenvalues

Äi = 17 i= l,2,3
_ .. 65

).4_5= %{u[y+l—-(}7—l)co];i;a} ( )

where

es



1: = V [(1 — w)(17 — 1)]2u2
+ 4w(C§ + C; + é§)a2. .

~ ~ P .
ü = V -5-

. and for co = 1, )„_ 5 = 17 i E. Here non-negative eigenvalues result if

wä-
60 <
+

(66)

+1whereATI; = 17/Zi. Thus, with w contrainedlby Eq.(66), the Jacobian matrix will

have all non-negative eigenvalues and a space marching technique can be used.

The modified unsplit flux I? and Jacobian are used in the streamwise
direction. The value of w used in the calculations was obtained from

{JM?
f(M{

1 + (E —— l)M§ . (67)
co = f(M§) for f(M€)<l
co = l for f(MC) 2l

where 6 is a safety factor and 6 = 0.95 is used.

The restriction of the modified algorithm is that it can not be applied to the

separated flow in the streamwise direction due to its limiting the streamwise

pressure gradient. However, its solution provides an extremely good initial

condition for the thin—layer N-S equations (Ref.44). Also this algorithm can

retain the second-order accuracy in the streamwise direction so that its solution
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is more accurate than the solutions of conventional parabolized N-S algorithms

(Ret°.44,54).

5.5 Application to Multi-Zone grids

1
On a multi-zone grid, all solution procedures are exactly same as single zone

calculations except for the zonal boundary treatments. At the zonal boundary
l

cell shown in Fig.3, Eq.(62) is written as

^
öc/E

^ ^
61/-} öl?M+6 — M" M+6 ———l A 2

1:
"

ÖQ :1 E C1 öQ öQ ll Q1 (68)

where the superscript l and 2 are the zone numbers and the subscript means i

index. As seen here, the previous zone values appear only in the residual term

due to the nonlinear updating of solution. Since the flux terms in the C direction

where the grid is patched contain the previous zone values, they are interpolated

from the previous zone values using the Ramshaw procedure to complete the

calculation. For higher order calculations, Q„„„_, of zone 1 is also interpolated.
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6. Results and Discussions

6.1 Time Comparison y

ln order to compare the two rezoning algorithms from a numerical efüciency

standpoint, simple rectangular grids in both zones were constructed and values

of a single dummy variable were interpolated from zone 1 onto zone 2. Mesh

retinement studies were performed and the results of timing the calculations on

the VPS-32 at the NASA Langley Research Center are reported in Table 1. As

predicted in Section 3.2, an examination of the data in the table reveals that the

measured work associated with clipping does indeed increase by a factor of 16 as

the grid is doubled in both zones whereas the computational cost of the Ramshaw

procedure increases by roughly 4.
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6.2 Test Problems

ln order to validate the implicit zonal algorithm, both 2-D and 3-D problems

were calculated and compared with experimental data and analytic solutions.

6.2.1 Supersonic 2-D Wedge Problem

As the first test case, a high-temperature supersonic flow over a l0° Wedge

followed by a l0° expansion was considered. The computational domain is

divided into 3 zones and grids are patched at the zonal boundaries as shown in

Fig.7. The first zone has 4lx2x5l grid points. The second zone has 5lx2x5l grid

points and the last zone has lllx2x5l grid points. At the inflow boundary, all

conditions were f'1xed at the reference conditions of

Ta, = 3573°K, pm = 101325N/mz, p„ = 0.0883Kg/mi, and Ma, = 5.0. The

outflow boundary is supersonic, therefore, all values were extrapolated from

interior point values. The wall tangency was enforced on the surface and

symmetry conditions were used on the grid centerline. A plot of the surface

temperature distribution is shown in Fig.8. Both the real-gas FDS of Roe and

the real-gas FVS of Van Leer results agree with the analytic equilibrium air

solution. Also these patched grid solutions are exactly matched to the single grid

results in Ref.22. As seen in Fig.9-a and 9-b, the shock and the expansion fan

move through the zonal boundary without distortion.
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6.2.2 Shock-Boundary Layer Interaction

Another 2-D test problem is that of an oblique shock wave impinging on a

la-minar boundary layer developing on a flat plate. The conditions correspond to

those of Ref.56 at M„ = 2.0 and Re,_ = 2.96 x 105 where the Reynolds number is

based on the length from the leading edge to the shock impingement point. The

computational grid has 2 zones where 31x2x113 grid points in the first zone and

3lx2xl 14 grid points in the second zone as shown in Fig.lO. All conditions are

fixed at the inflow and top boundary. Adiabatic no·slip boundary conditions are

forced at the flat plate surface. At the outfloW· boundary, values of QP are

extrapolated from interior points. The Van Leer FVS with second order accuracy

is used in the streamwise direction and the Roc FDS with third order accuracy

is used in the normal direction along with the min·mod limiter in both directions.

The pressure contours in Fig.ll show the compression and expansion Waves

_downstream of the shock impingement, which are caused by the interaction of the

incoming shock wave With the separated boundary layer. Also, the incoming

shock passes through the zonal boundary smoothly. Fig.12 show the comparison

of skin friction from the present results with experiment (Ref.59). Here, the skin

friction values vary smoothly through the zonal interface.
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6.2.3 Analytic Forebody

Another test problem is the supersonic inviscid/viscous flow field about an .

analytic forebody representing the cockpit region of a high—performance aircraft.

Results are compared with experimental data in Ref.57. The two zone grid for

inviscid flow calculations is shown in Fig.l3, which has 32x32x22 grid points in

the first zone and 52x52x2l in the second zone. Pressure contours in the

symmetry plane are shown in Fig.l4. The calculations correspond to inviscid flow

at M„ = 1.7 and zero angle of attack. The FVS of Van Leer with the second

order accuracy was used in all directions. The figure shows that the shock and

the expansion waves over the forebody vary smoothly through the region where

the grids are patched. The surface pressure distribution along the upper and

lower longitudinal planes of symmetry agree closely with the experimental results

as shown in Fig.l5. Close examination shows an improvement in results over the

single grid (32x32x42) solutions as a result of the finer grid in the second zone.

Also it can be seen that at standard atmospheric conditions, the equilibrium air

solutions coincide with the perfect gas solutions as expected. The comparison in

Fig.l6 between pressure contours on the patched and the single grid in the plane

just downstream of the patched grid interface shows that the bow shock is

captured slightly better on the patched grid due to its finer grid.

I In order to verify the possibility of the patched grid approach with a highly

stretched grid, a viscous flow case was calculated. Fig.17 shows a highly

stretched grid for a turbulent flow calculation, which has 3lx6lx23 grid points in
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the first zone and 41x65x2l in the second zone. The parabolized N-S equations

with second order FDS of Roe were solved at ”Re,_=2.33x10‘ and the eddy

viscosity model of Baldwin and Lomax was used. Fig.l8 and Fig.l9 show the

pressure contours and the surface pressure distribution in the Symmetry plan,

whereas Fig.20 shows the pressure contours in the cross-plane ahead of and after

the zonal interface. Note that the surface pressure distribution is more correctly

predicted by the turbulent PNS equations than with the Euler equations.

6.3 Applications

With the results of the previous test problems, the patched grid approach has
‘

_ · been applied to more realistic 3-D aerodynamic bodies including hypersonic
’

aircraft, model SR-7l, and the F-18 forebody-strake.

6.3.1 HYP¢rs0nic Aircraft

Single grid (65x65x5l) calculations of the flowfield about this configuration

have been performed with a perfect gas, thin-layer N-S code (Ref.8) and with an

inviscid, real gas assumption (Ref.22). A patched grid was constructed for the

two-zone inviscid, equilibrium air calculations presented here by replacing the

twenty-two crossflow planes ahead of the delta wing with a polar grid in each

plane containing 3111136 points as shown in Fig.21. The 2-zone grid calculation

l
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was run at Mw = 24.5, oz = 1.0, pm = 51.63N/m*· and pw = 0.00066974Kg/m3.

Van Leer’s FVS was used with first order accuracy in the streamwise direction

and second order accuracy in the crossflow plane. This redistribution of grid

points allow a very crisp representation of the bow shock as indicated by the

enlarged view of the pressure contours and grid in the last plane of the first zone,

shown in Fig.22-a. Fig.22-b shows the pressure contours in the first plane

downstream of the zonal interface. As seen in the figure, the contours are smooth

in most of the plane but jagged in the region which has been locally refined. This

has been discussed by Dukowicz in Ref.47. Interpolation from a fine mesh to a

coarse mesh results in a smoothing of the data since the coarse cells sample data

from several fine cells. However, in the reverse process, that of the interpolating

onto a fine mesh from a coarser one, the fine mesh cells are able to. ’see’ the .

discontinuities in the data on the coarse mesh. This leads to the small region of

jagged contour lines in Fig.22—b. Nonetheless, the calculation is fully conservative.

The pressure contours in the last plane of the second zone are shown in Fig.23.

Even though the computational results cannot be compared with experimental

data, the overall features of the complex wave patterns are physically acceptable. .

6.3.2 Model SR-71 _

In order to demonstrate the capability of the method to handle relatively

complex geometries, the inviscid flowfield about the model SR-71 depicted in

Fig.24 was calculated. In the calculation, the reference conditions of
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M„ = 3.0, pm = 5460N/mz, and p„ = 0.088Kg/mi were employed and the second

order accurate FVS of Van Leer with the equilibrium air assumption was used.

The four zones which were independently generated, were patched together

longitudinally. Fig.25 and 26 show the pressure contours in the cross planes just

ahead of and just behind the first and third zonal interfaces respectively. Note the
n

significant difference in the grids, particularly at the first interface as seen in

Fig.25. In Fig.27, the flowfield near the end of the aircraft in a region where the

vertical tails are present is shown. Contours of pressure in the top and bottom

planes of symmetry are shown in Fig.28 clearly indicating the shock and

expansion waves expected. Note that there is no distortion along the vertical lines

in the figure which are locations where the grids are patched together.

6.3.3. F-18 Forebody with Strakes

The calculations of the inviscid flowfield about the F-18 forebody was performed

in Ref.41 by using the clipping algorithm. Here, the results of a subsonic viscous

fiowfield calculation are presented. Two grids which have 31x65x27 points in the

first zone and 65x65x30 in the second zone are patched together at the strake

apex as shown in Fig.29. At the interface, the grid lines are coincident only at the

surface and in the symmetry planes as seen in Fig.30. The calculation was

performed at Mu, = 0.6, oz = 20°, and Re = 95000/inch . The FDS of Roe in the

cross plane and the FVS of Van leer in the streamwise direction were used with

third order accuary and with the min-mod limiter. Fig.3l shows the pressure
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contours in the symmetry planes where the separated and reattached flow field

· can be seen. The pressure contours around the forebody in the cross planes just
T

ahead of and just behind the zonal interface are presented in Fig.32. The primary

vortex formed above the strake can be seen in the Fig.33·a. The complicated

nature of this high alpha flowtield can be observed in Fig.32 and Fig.33. A

comparison of experimental and numerical streamline patterns is given in Ref.58

and shows excellent overall agreement.
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7. Concluding Remarks

In order to resolve the grid generation problems of 3-D complex aerodynamic

bodies and to simulate the real gas effect of high temperature flowfields, an

efficient computational procedure has been developed.
‘

The real gas formulation by Grossman and Walters is easily incorporated

into existing perfect gas upwind codes,‘especially the Van Leer FVS and the Roe

' FDS codes. As seen in the results of the wedge problem, the real gas solutions

predict much lower and more accurate surface temperatures than the perfect gas

solution as expected. Also the real gas solutions at the sea level conditions are

coincident with the perfect gas solutions as seen in the analytic forebody

calculations. For equilibrium air simulations with curve fit equation of state, an

increase of about 60% in computational work over a perfect gas calculation is

observed.

As experienced especially in the model SR-71 calculations, the improved

geometry handling capability of the patched grid approach over conventional

so
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single approaches is evident. Since the zonal boundaries are implicitly treated,

using the patched grid approach does not affect the convergence rate of the

algorithm. Furthermore, due to the efficiency of the rezoning algorithm of

Ramshaw, it is now possible to apply the fully conservative patched approach to

separated flow calculations as seen in the result of the F·l8 forebody-strake

problem. °

Even though the zonal approach has been applied to grids longitudinally

patched together in space, it can be easily extended to a laterally patched

multi·zone grid such as an engine inlet and body interaction problem. However,

the purpose of this work was to show the feasibility of performing conservative

zonal calculations in three·dimensions, particularly in support of NASA’s

high-alpha research program, and this has been accomplished. ln addition, the

technique can be extended to handle a moving grid problem such as a rotor-statorl

interaction problem. One could also apply adaptive grid techniques in each zone

to get more accurate solutions since the grids are generated indepenently and

have minimum constraints due to neighbouring zones. In terms of code

development, an important next step would be to generalize the zonal structure

to accept the arrangement of grids in an arbitrary fashion. Clearly, there is a lot

more that can be accomplished with the multi·zone technology.
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Figure 7. Enlarged view of a l0° wedge patched grid.
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Figure 9. Temperature contours of (a) R0e’s FDS and (b) Van Leer’s FVS.
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Figure 10. Two zone patched grid of a flat plate.
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Figure 12. Comparison of wall skin friction coefticient distribution with
experiment.
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Figure 14. Pressure contours in the symmetry plane of the anayltic
forebody.
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Figure 15. Comparison of the longitudinal surface pressure distribution
with experiment (Ref.57) in the symmetry plane.
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Tables T



Table 1.

Relative CPU time of Conservative Interpolation

— Zone 1 Mesh Zone 2 Mesh Clipping Ramshaw

11 1 11 ZIE1 113 ll
21 x 21 21 x 21 208.9 3.9

1 31 X31 4 31 X311040.7741
1 41 1271-4 11' 32 X 32 52 X 52 3331.47 .
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Appendix A. Nondimensionalization of the

Navier-Stokes Equations
E

The vector form of the Navier·Stokes equations for an equilibrium gas in

Cartesian coordinates without body forces or external heat addition can be

written as

@?.2' @(17 — 17.) @(<7 — Ö.) @(17 — 17.) _
6i+ 62 + ay + 62 '° (AJ)

where E is the vector of conservative variables

17, Ü and Ü are flux vectors associated with the Euler equations which are
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F= Ew. zw +2. nrw. ßuwälßäo +ß>wJ’

-
Ä, Ö-, and E, which are flux vectors containing the shear stress and heat flux

terms are given by

Ü-V = Ev. *2; *2; Äiiv bi]-

The shear stress and heat flux terms are given in tensor notation as

- - @12 @% — wk
*;;—#(%§+5ä') + 1*($J%;)ög

bz = *%*2; ‘ *2
. af ~ - ~ -
•- i ; k

-1-•

Here, unity Lewis number and equimolecular weights are assumed in the heat

flux terms (Ref.6l-62).

One of the many possible ways of nondimensionalization is to choose the

freestream values as references.
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x= Ä- y= Ä-z=L
L L

t= :-I-_— u= Ä- v= Ä
L/(loc abo ‘ aoo

,7 P T
W= 1* p=* T= *7

‘

va, ,7„(7§° Ta,
. F50 F Ä

=* = Ä= Tpe°
ßwäjo

ll va, 14,,,,

— . . 7 (7 Z
L 1S the reference length used 111 the Reynolds number Re,_= %- where

F[T= 172 + VT + WT.
A

Substituting the nondimensional relations into the Navier·Stokes equations

results in the following nondimensional equations:

ääF-Fät
äx äy äz

where

Q=[p, pv, pv, pw, peo ]T

F=lÄ pv, pvz + p, pvv, pvw, (ppt, + p)v JT

' G =[ pv, pvv, pvz + p, pvw, (per, +p)v JT

_ H=[ PW, PW, PVW, PW2
+ P, (Pen + P)W JT

Fy=|: Os Txxv Txyv Txzv bx ÜT
~

c;,=[ 0, (yx, TW, („, by JT

Hv=[ Or Tzxv Tzyv Tzzv bz ]T

The shear stress terms are given in tensor notataion as
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. M öu— Üü·öukJ
GL Xi Xk

bxi =
Wfxixj -

qxi

· = - M
°° REL pg; öxi

‘ “ ‘ Z
Mw = liReL=aoo

#00

q=·(u2 +
vz

+
wz)

The bulk viscosity, J, is evaluated using Stokes hypothesis i.e., J + ä- p =0.

. To simulate real gas effects, equilibrium air is considered as a real gas model.

The simplified curve _fits developed by Srivivasan et.al (Ref.25) are used to .

calculate the thermodynamic variables and the gas properties of equilibrium air.

The pressure is given as a function of density and specific internal energy as

_ F = F(F„ F)

In addition,

Ä? = EG, Ä)

For perfect gas calculations, the pressure is determined from the perfect gas

law

2P7-7]

W
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The molecular viscosity is determined from the Sutherlands law

p 7 2. Too + 6
= = i 2 ?—··u (uw)

(Too)
( T+E)

where E is Sutherlands constant ( = l10.4°K). The conductivity of gas is

· determined assuming Pr= Hä,/E is constant. Also, using the thermodynamic

relations of the perfect gas, the heat flux terms, q,} , can be written in terms of

Prandtl number and speed of sound as

q = _ Maß aß
"* _ ReLPr(y — 1) öxi

where Pr =k . .
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Appendix B. Coordinate Transformation

Bor complicated body geometries, it is convenient to transform the governing

equations from physical (x, y, z) space to computational (C, 11, C) space. Consider

a general transformation given by

C = C(x„y. Z)
11=#1(x„.v„z) (B_l)
C = C(x„y, Z)
f = {

where AC = ACM L — ACi_ L = 1 and likewise A11 = AC = l.
2 2

Using the chain rule, the partial derivatives with respect to C, 11,C become

L- L L Lag "2* ax +y* öy + 2* öz

Ö - L L La„ ‘21 ax W1 ay + 21 öz
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L- L L Lag ”"< ax +"< ay + Zt öz

Solving the above equations and taking derivatives of C, r;,C , the results are

B. - - k- - Ä-
J '°ynZC ZnyC

J “ZC-VC YCZC J
'yCZ»1—zCyn

C, n, C C,
T = Zr1xC - xr1ZC T = xczc _

ZCXC T = ZCx>1 — xfzn

C n C
Wcxcycwhere

J is the Jacobian of the transformation matrix and is given by

J=l ö(x„y„ Z) l-1
@(C, rt, C)

° -1= Excynzc + xcyczn + Wczc ‘ xcycza ‘ Wtzc
‘ xcyazcl

The spatial derivatives with respect to x, y and z can be written in C, rg and C by
’

using the chain rule as

Ö - L L L
I

ax 'gx ag +"x an Mx ag

Ö - L L L
öy -6y öC

+”"
ön +C" öC

· Ö ö 8 ö
az ix ag "x a„ cx ag
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Applying the above transformation to the nondimensionalized Navier-Stokes

equations in Cartesian coodinates, the results can be written in strong

conservative form as

1 ö A A 8 A A Ö A A—L ——F—F —-G—G LH—H =0 B—2

where °

p pü A
_ A

pu puu + Exp
· A A A V _ A '

Q= pv F,G,H= L;L pvu+C,p
pw pwü + Cxp

‘ pen (wo + plz?

and

0
A A A

kxrxx + kyryx + kxrxx

6 6 fr
++-"”<' 6 +6 +6vv vv v ‘ J xtxy yryy zrzy

kxrxx + kyryx + kxrxx

kxßx + kyßy + kxßx

27 = k\xu + k\yv +
k\xw

A k
_

k =————, for k = C, ry, C, respectzvely.
Ivkl
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The transformation shear stress and heat Flux terms are given as

ßx = utxx T vtyx T wrzx - éxqf - Üxqq " Cxqf

ßy = mv T "yy T wfzy T Öyäc T "Wn
“ (WC

ßz CA; — #1A,, — CA;

woolu 4
nxuq

ryyvn + Cyvc + {zw, + ryzwn + CzwC)]

Maß 4Tw (cavvf T 'lyvn T

ryzwn + CzwC)]

Maß 4

2-— ryxuo + Cxllc + Cyv, + ryyvo + CyvC)]

Moon, 1*,,}, = *5,,, = 7;; (Cyll; + 77,,ü,, + Öyüg + ÖH; + '7H„ + ÖH;)

Moon
1 Tx: =

1'zxMoon
1'yz = fzy 71yW„ + Cywc + {ZV: + 11zVn + CZVC)
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Appendix C. Flow Chart of the Clipping Algorithm



_ DO J=l,4

EDGE=Aj,Aj+l
IC=0

. YES M=5

Wi=Bi, i=1,M

DO 1= ,M

P=Wi

YES

Does
S, intersect

—dge?

Find intersection,
INT of S, with e

B(IC)=INT

„ EI

NO

s S on
visible side YES IC=IC+l

•f edge? B(IC)=S

NO
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Appendix D. Ramshaw algorithm

This appendix is a brief summary of the Ramshaw algorithm taken from

Ref.46. The area of the polygon at the zonal interface, for example the shaded

area in Fig.4, is given by

l 11
S

where the summation is over all the sides s which are ’directed’ line segments

from point 1 to point 2 in each segment and ef is either +1 or -1 depending on

whether the polygon lies to the left or to the right, respectively, of side s.
4

By realizing that each overlap increment, [<
I/I"

> As°]j,,,,, is itself the sum of

contributions associated with the individual sides of the overlap area, one can

evaluate these same contributions by simply sweeping over the sides or segments,

s. If a side s is a segment of zone 1 then it is common to two adjacent cell faces
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in zone l, the left(L) cell face and the right(R) cell face. The L overlap area

associated with side s lies entirely within the L cell face, whose averaged flux is

< Ü >,_., while the R overlap area lies entirely within the R cell face, whose

averaged tlux is < Ü >R„. Both overlap areas lie entirely within the same cell face

of the zone 2 grid and the contributions of sides s to [< Ü > As°],_ and

[< Ü > As°]R may be added to obtain the corresponding increment to

[< Ü > As]j,,,,, . According to Eq.(D-1), the contribution of side s to

· [< li > A50], is w1111e um to [< zi > As°]R is

1% < Ü >R(y;z5 — ygzg). Therefore the fluzt of the zone 2 grid cell face containing

side s is incremented by an amount

Ai; Q1 < 1** >1 - < i >„>o1z1—y;z1>

lf a side s is a segment of the zone 2 grid then it is common to two adjacent cell

faces of zone 2, the L and R cell faces. The L overlap area associated with side s

lies entirely within the L cell face, while the R overlap area lies entirely within the

R cell face. Both overlap areas common to side s lie entirely within the same cell

face of the zone l, whose averaged flux is < Ü >j1,,,. The contribution of side s to

[< Ü > As°],_, will then be an increment to [< Ü > As]L„, while that to

[< Ü > As°]R, will be an increment to [< Ü > As]R, . The former contribution is

A? = Q- < Ü >,»,.ztviZ§ -y§Zi)
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and the latter is just - Al. Therfore [<
1€'>

As]R, to be decremented by the

same amount. As a special case, when a line segment of the zone 2 coincides with

a line segment of the zone l, only the contribution of the zone 2 line segment is

counted to avoid double counting.

Starting from boundary points in zone 1 and zone 2, this sweeping procedure

is easily completed. First, sweep along kl = const. lines from jl = 1 to jl = Jl in
I

zone 2 and sweep along jl = const. lines from kl = l to kl = Kl in zone 2. Repeat

the procedure. In order to explain this in detail, suppose that we are sweeping .

along a particular line of zone 2, as shown in Fig.4 and that the work has just

been done on segment ao:. We are located at the point a and are moving toward

point b. We consider point a as endpoint 1 and we need to determine endpoint

2. During the determination of endpoint 2, it will be decided which zone 1 cell ‘

face the
’next’

zone 2 segment will lie in. The procedure is summarized below.

1. Compute the intersection point of line segment ab with the line segments

that form the N,S,E and W sides of the zone 1 cell face (Jl, Kl)

2. lf there are no such intersection points then points is endpoint 2 and it lies

within cell face (Jl, Kl) of zone 1. For the next step, the point b becomes endpoint

l and the above step is repeated. In this case, the next segment of the zone 2 line

clearly lies in zone l cell face (jl, Kl).

3. lf there is an intersection point, then it detines endpoint 2, which is ß in

Fig.4. The next zone 2 segment will lie in the zone l cell face adjacent to the side
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intersected by ab. In Fig.5, the
’next’

zone 2 segment, bß, will therefore lie in the

zone 1 cell face (J', K' +1) which shares side N with cell face (J', K').

The procedure just outlined is simple and easy to program if the topological

structure of the grid is used to determine which cell one enters upon leaving a

given cell along a given line. However there are certain special cases which should

be considered in programming. For an example, a line of one mesh can intersect

with a vertex of the other mesh as seen in Fig.6a. In this case the next line

segment location should be checked to determine which cell face the line segment

enters. Throughout the calculations of this study, a tolerence 6 which is based

on the minimal grid length was used to resolve problems caused by round-off

errors on the computer. If an end point of a sweeping line segment is close to a

vertex point or line segment of the other mesh so that the distance is less than 6 ,

the data of the end point was modified to lie exactly on the vertex point or the line .

segment of the other mesh as seen in Fig.6-a. Also, as an another case, sweeping

along boundary grid lines should be treated in a special manner. Because, in the

general case, 3-D solid body boundaries are curved, the boundary grid lines are

not matched exactly to one another at the zonal interface as shown in Fig.6b.

Though there may be several ways to handle this case, the extended grid was used

in this study due to its simplicity in programming. As shown in Fig.6-b, ficticious

cells which contain boundary grid lines of the other zone are considered along the

boundary. The cell averaged fluxes of the ficticious cells are assumed the same

as the boundary cell values. This boundary treatment was extended to handle the
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branch cut in the second zone of SR-71 grid as seen in Fig.25-b and the the
I

boundary cell values cross the branch cut were assrned to the ficticious cells.
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